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The renal bumetanide-sensitive Na-K-2Cl cotransporter (NKCC2) is the major salt transport pathway in the apical membrane of the mammalian thick ascending limb. It is differentially spliced and the three major variants (A, B, and F) differ in their localization and transport characteristics. Most knowledge about its regulation comes from experiments in Xenopus oocytes as NKCC2 proved difficult to functionally express in a mammalian system. Here we report the cloning and functional expression of untagged and unmodified versions of the major splice variants from ferret kidney (fNKCC2A, -B, and -F) in human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293 cells. Many NKCC2 antibodies used in this study detected high molecular weight forms of the transfected proteins, probably NKCC2 dimers, but not the monomers. Interestingly, monomers were strongly detected by phosphospecific antibodies directed against phosphopeptides in the regulatory N terminus. Bumetanide-sensitive 86Rb uptake was significantly higher in transfected HEK-293 cells and could be stimulated by incubating cells in a medium containing a low chloride concentration prior to the uptake measurements. fNKCC2 was less sensitive to the reduction in chloride concentration than NKCC1. Using HEK-293 cells stably expressing fNKCC2A we also show that co-expression of variant NKCC2AF does not have the dominant-negative effect on NKCC2A activity that was seen in Xenopus oocytes, nor is it trafficked to the cell surface. In addition, fNKCC2AF is neither complex glycosylated nor phosphorylated in its N terminus regulatory region like other variants.

The Na-K-2Cl cotransporter, isofrom 2 (SLC12A1; NKCC2) plays key roles in regulating body salt levels and blood pressure (1–3). Located in the apical membrane and subapical vesicles in the thick ascending limb of the Henle loop in the mammalian kidney it is responsible for reabsorbing about 20% of filtered NaCl. In the macula densa it is also essential in tubuloglomerular feedback, the mechanism that matches glomerular filtration to tubular reabsorption. NKCC2 is the clinical target for loop diuretics, defects in its operation cause Bartter disease and its dysregulation may contribute to essential hypertension. Despite its importance relatively little work has been carried out directly on NKCC2 mainly due to difficulties in expressing mammalian NKCC2 in a functionally competent form in mammalian cells (4, 5). Chimeric (6) or tagged (7) versions have been functionally expressed in mammalian cells, as have the native proteins in Xenopus oocytes (8, 9), but it is unclear to what extent these reflect the behavior of the native transporter in vivo. In addition, although these studies provide important information on transport kinetics and ion affinities (10, 11) they reveal little about transport regulation. Current opinion is based largely through homology on the behavior of closely related NKCC1, which has been successfully expressed and extensively studied (1).

NKCC1 activity is strongly dependent on the phosphorylation of a group of threonine residues in a regulatory domain in its N terminus (Fig. 1A) (12, 13). At rest these residues are predominantly unphosphorylated and transport rate is very low. On stimulation, these residues, and in particular that equivalent to Thr217 in the human protein, become phosphorylated and the transport rate increases manyfold. One potent stimulus is a fall in cell chloride concentration that causes phosphorylation and activation of SPAK and OSR1, kinases that phosphorylate threonine residues in this regulatory domain (13–16). A very similar motif exists in the N terminus of NKCC2. Recent work shows that ion transport by NKCC2 is affected by phosphorylation or mutation of threonine residues in this motif, and by reduction of cell chloride concentration (17–19). Thus these initial studies suggest aspects of the regulation of NKCC2 are similar to those found with NKCC1, however, essential features remain to be discovered.

Understanding the regulation of NKCC2 is further complicated as the transporter exists in at least 4 splice variants: A, B, and F, which are identical to one another except for a 96-bp exon that encodes for the second transmembrane domain (TM) and part of the first intracellular loop, and AF, which possesses both the A and F exons in tandem (2, 4, 20–23). These differ in their location within the thick ascending limb of the Henle loop and, as the variable region is involved in ion binding, have different affinities for sodium, potassium, and chloride that are appropriate for the composition of urine in part of the thick feedback pathway. The microvilli are involved in reabsorption of NaCl.
The complete open reading frame of the slc12a1 gene was amplified from the oligo(dT)-transcribed ferret kidney cDNA pool using primers based on our sequence data (sense primer, 5'-GGA AGA TGT TCT CTA AAG ACT T-3'; antisense primer, 5'-CAT GGA TTA AGA GTA AAA TGT CAG TAC-3'). Purified PCR products were cloned into pCR4Blunt-TOPO vector and sequenced. This revealed the presence of four different splice variants, fNKCC2A, -B, -F, and -AF, all of which were subcloned by excision from their respective pCR4BluntTOPO construct at the EcoRI sites flanking the polylinker, and ligation into the EcoRI site of mammalian expression vectors pcDNA3.1 (Invitrogen) or pCI-neo (Promega, Madison, WI). Clones were selected for correct orientation of the open reading frame within the construct by colony PCR and subsequently sequenced in both directions. Sequence data have been deposited at GenBank™ under accession numbers GQ338079, GQ338080, and GQ338081 (fNKCC2A, -B, and -F, respectively).

Cell Culture, Transfection, and Stable Cell Lines—HEK-293 cells were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum, 100 units/ml of penicillin, 100 μg/ml of streptomycin, and 4 mM l-glutamine. All cells were maintained at 37 °C in a water-saturated atmosphere containing 95% air and 5% CO₂. Cells were split into 6- or 24-well plates the day before transfection. At 60–70% confluence, HEK-293 cells were transfected with the appropriate expression vectors using ExGen 500 (Fermentas, Ontario, Canada) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Stable transfectants were selected by growth in the presence of 0.3 mg/ml of Geneticin (Invitrogen).

86Rb Uptake Studies—24 h after transfection in 6-well plates, HEK-293 cells were subcultured onto poly-d-lysine-coated 96-well plates and grown to confluence for 2 days before the 86Rb uptake assay was carried out. For measurement of 86Rb uptake in stable transfected HEK-293 cells, the cells were plated directly onto poly-d-lysine-coated 96-well plates and grown to confluence for 2–3 days.

Fluxes were measured at room temperature using a modification of a well-established method (26). Before each flux assay cells were washed and briefly incubated in basic medium (in mM: 135 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1 CaCl₂, 1 MgCl₂, 5 glucose, 15 HEPES, pH 7.4). Basal fluxes were then measured following further incubation (up to 60 min) in basic medium, whereas stimulated cotransporter fluxes were measured following 2 washes and 60 min of incubation in a hypotonic-low-chloride medium (in mM: 67.5 sodium gluconate, 2.5 potassium gluconate, 0.5 CaCl₂, 0.5 MgCl₂, 5 glucose, 15 HEPES, pH 7.4). Following these incubations cells were briefly washed in the same incubation medium but with the addition of 0.1 mM ouabain and, where indicated, 10 μM bumetanide. 86Rb uptake was then measured for 3 min (7 min when bumetanide present) in flux medium (in mM: 135 NaCl, 1 RbCl, 1 CaCl₂, 1 MgCl₂, 5 glucose, 0.1 ouabain, 15 HEPES, pH 7.4). 86Rb uptake was terminated by removing the flux medium and washing cells three times in cold 110 mM MgCl₂ using an automatic plate washer (Multiwash III; Tri-
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Continent, Grass Valley, CA). Cell ⁸⁶Rb was determined with a Typhoon PhosphorImager (GE Healthcare). At least 3 wells were used for each experimental point. Cell protein content for each construct was determined from wells that had not received ⁸⁶Rb. Cells were lysed in lysis buffer and protein concentration was determined using the BCA protein assay (Pierce).

**Primary Antibodies**—NKCC1-specific antibody (N1) was raised in rabbits to two peptides (⁷⁻¹⁺⁶⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻⁻僳


**RESULTS**

**Cloning and Sequence Analysis of NKCC2 from Ferret Kidney (NKCC2)**—We cloned the full-length open reading frame of the fNKCC2 mRNA after determining its extreme ends as well as a 251-bp 5’-untranslated region and a 1228-bp 3’-untranslated region via RNA ligase-mediated RACE. Subsequent sequencing of fNKCC2 constructs led to the identification of four variants; fNKCC2A, -B, -F, and -AF (Fig. 1B). The predicted masses and pl values of NKCC2 variants A, B, and F (1100 amino acids) are 121 kDa and 7.7 (AF, 1132 amino acids, 124 kDa, pl 7.9). Sequence alignments with NKCC2s from different species show an overall identity of 95% to mouse, rat, rabbit, and human NKCC2, and 99% to the predicted canine...
NKCC2 sequence. The amino acid sequence is 62% identical (~79% similar) to that of the closely related fNKCC1.

Sequence analysis (Fig. 1A) shows the presence of the conserved regulatory domain in the N terminus including three threonine residues (Thr<sup>100</sup>, Thr<sup>105</sup>, and Thr<sup>118</sup>) homologous to the threonine residues phosphorylated in NKCC1 when activated by a reduction in cell chloride concentration or cell volume (12) and the residues (Ser<sup>91</sup>, Thr<sup>95</sup>, and Thr<sup>109</sup>) homologous to the threonine residues in NKCC1 phosphorylated <i>in vitro</i> by SPAK or O SrI (13). Putative N-glycosylation sites Asn<sup>447</sup> and Asn<sup>457</sup> are present in the extracellular domain between TM7 and -8 (28). Two possible SPAK/OSR1 binding sites (15) are present in the N terminus (R<sup>23RFQV</sup> and <sup>5RFRl60</sup>) but the adjacent protein phosphate 1 binding site characteristic of NKCC1 (29) is absent.

<i>fNKCC2 Expression in HEK-293 Cells</i>—Our aim was to express fNKCC2 variants in HEK-293 cells and detect the proteins with an NKCC2-specific antibody. In our experience an antibody raised to a fusion protein of the whole cytoplasmic N terminus of NKCC2 (anti-NKCC2, Table 1) gives the most consistent results (see below). As HEK-293 cells express closely related NKCC1, lysates from untransfected cells were used to test for antibody cross-reactivity with endogenous NKCC1 (lane "−" in all blots). NKCC1 is detected by N1 and T4 as bands at ~154 kDa (NKCC1 monomeric weight) and ~316 kDa (possible dimer), whereas phosphospecific R5 (30) mainly detects a band at ~157 kDa, and occasionally a very weak band at ~315 kDa (Figs. 1 and 2 and Table 1).

After transfecting HEK-293 cells with fNKCC2A, -B, -F, and -AF constructs, whole cell lysates were tested for the presence of NKCC2 using a variety of antibodies (Fig. 2, A and B, and Table 1). Anti-NKCC2 detected strong bands at the expected monomeric mass of glycosylated NKCC2, ~134 kDa, in cells transfected with NKCC2A, -B, and -F, but not following transfection with fNKCC2AF. It also detected bands at ~104 kDa with all four constructs (Fig. 2A), perhaps indicating that the substantial unglycosylated or poorly glycosylated transporter is produced in these transiently transfected cells. However, all other NKCC2 antibodies except L224 (and in this case only with large samples of A, B, or F) failed to detect the low molec-

![FIGURE 1. Structural features of fNKCC2. A, regulatory region in the N terminus of NKCC1 and NKCC2. Ferret (f) sequences are aligned with their human (hu) counterparts. Known phosphorylation sites are marked by shading. Peptides used to raise phosphospecific antibodies R5 (30) and anti-human counterparts. Known phosphorylation sites are marked by shading. The second transmembrane domain is underlined.](https://www.jbc.org/content/284/51/35347.full)

**TABLE 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detection of NKCC1 and NKCC2 by various antibodies</th>
<th>Bands detected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antibody</td>
<td>Immunogen and targets in some equivalent proteins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antibody</td>
<td>Monomer molecular mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1</td>
<td>N terminus, 2 peptides, huNKCC1, aa 71–84 and 235–255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>Last 310 aa of C terminus, huNKCC1, monoclonal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>Phospho-peptide, huNKCC1, aa 208–223 (Thr(P)&lt;sup&gt;212&lt;/sup&gt;, Thr(P)&lt;sup&gt;217&lt;/sup&gt;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-pNKCC</td>
<td>Phospho-peptide, huNKCC1, aa 198–217 (Thr(P)&lt;sup&gt;203&lt;/sup&gt;, Thr(P)&lt;sup&gt;207&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-NKCC2</td>
<td>Entire cytoplasmic N terminus, huNKCC2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L224</td>
<td>N terminus, peptide, rNKCC2, aa 109–129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2-Ct</td>
<td>C terminus, peptide, NKCC2, aa 1045–1018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>αNKCC2</td>
<td>C terminus, rNKCC2, 15 aa peptide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Only additional bands tabulated also have bands found in HEK-293 controls.

<sup>b</sup>Present in most blots.

<sup>c</sup>Cross-reactivity seen if blots are overloaded and overexposed.

<sup>d</sup>Present in minority of blots and only after long exposure times.
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As no significant differences were seen in the molecular weights of the principal bands detected by the different antibodies, data can be combined. Transfection of HEK-293 cells with fNKCC2A, -B, or -F causes the appearance of additional bands at both ~135 (Fig. 2A) and ~279 kDa (Fig. 2B) in NKCC2A, -B, and -F (but not -AF) transfected cells, and a phospho-specific antibody raised to an adjacent epitope (anti-pNKCC; Fig. 1A and Table 1) showed the same band pattern.

FIGURE 2. Interaction of fNKCC2 variants with antibodies. A and B, whole cell lysates (7 μg) of untransfected (-) HEK-293 cells and cells transfected with fNKCC2A, -B, -F, and -AF; and C, crude membranes (adjusted to allow similar levels of detection) from ferret (FK) and rat (RK) kidneys, were subjected to SDS-PAGE and immunoblotted with antibodies (see Table 1 for details) against NKCC1 (N1), NKCC2 (anti-NKCC2, L224, and N2-Ct), NKCC1 and 2 (T4), and phospho-NKCC1 and 2 (R5). Molecular mass markers (in kDa) are shown on the left and NKCC isoforms on the right. A, monomeric NKCC; B, high molecular weight bands. The molecular weight calibration in the top and bottom panels are identical. C, comparison of NKCCs in kidney and fNKCC2A-transfected HEK-293 cells.

FIGURE 3. fNKCC2 glycosylation and appearance in the cell surface. A, whole cell lysates from HEK-293 cells transfected with fNKCC2A, -B, and -F were treated with (+) or without (−) PNGase F, subjected to SDS-PAGE, and immunoblotted with anti-NKCC2 (left panel) and re-probed with T4 (right panel). Exposure time was increased to detect fNKCC2F (shown by vertical line). B, detection of surface proteins. 48 h after transfection HEK-293 cells were surface biotinylated with Sulfo-NHS-LC-biotin. Biotinylated proteins were precipitated from cell lysates with streptavidin beads, eluted, run on SDS-PAGE, and immunoblotted with anti-NKCC2 (left panels) and re-probed with N1 to detect endogenous NKCC1 (right panels). Twice as much protein was loaded and longer exposure times were used to detect surface proteins compared with total proteins. Molecular mass markers (in kDa) are indicated.

with fNKCC2B gave approximately twice as much signal as those transfected with fNKCC2A, which in turn was twice as much as with fNKCC2F.

To see if difficulties in detecting the monomeric forms of fNKCC2 were merely a problem of the expression system or the species used, we probed crude membrane preparations of ferret and rat kidney with the same set of antibodies, using lysates of HEK-293 cells transfected with fNKCC2A for comparison (Fig. 2C). Again, T4, L224, and N2-Ct detected strong high molecular weight bands but also detected at least one band at the approximate monomeric weight of NKCC2. A greater proportion of NKCC2 was found in high molecular weight forms in ferret compared with rat samples. Interestingly, N1 detected bands at the same molecular weights (lower than NKCC1 in other tissues), suggesting kidney NKCC1 and NKCC2 migrate similarly on SDS-polyacrylamide gels.

fNKCC2 Is Heavily Glycosylated and Trafficked to the Cell Surface—To be functional both NKCC1 and NKCC2 are heavily glycosylated on two asparagine residues in the extracellular loop between TM7 and -8 (1, 28). As these residues are conserved in fNKCC2 (Asn447 and Asn457) we examined the effects of treating cell lysates with PNGase (Fig. 3A). The right-hand panels of Fig. 3A show that the apparent molecular mass of endogenous NKCC1 falls by ~30 kDa when deglycosylated. The fall is similar whether the cells were transfected with fNKCC2A, -B, or -F. The apparent mass of monomeric fNKCC2 (left-hand panel, Fig. 3A) falls by about 35 kDa (to ~99 kDa) supporting the idea that the 104-kDa band represents poorly or unglycosylated fNKCC2. Although similar results were obtained with the higher molecular weight forms of NKCC2, the decrease in apparent molecular mass for NKCC2 was larger (~45 kDa, data not shown), suggesting that the 275-kDa bands represent complex glycosylated forms, and the 235
(or 222-kDa bands represent poorly or unglycosylated forms. Comparison with Fig. 2 indicates that only the complex-glycosylated forms (134 and 275 kDa) can be phosphorylated and detected by phospho-specific antibodies like R5.

To see if the fNKCC2 isoforms were properly trafficked to the plasma membrane we biotinylated surface proteins by reaction with sulfo-NHS-LC-biotin and precipitated biotinylated proteins with streptavidin beads. Endogenous NKCC1 and exogenous fNKCC2 were then identified by Western blotting with specific antibodies (Fig. 3B). Monomeric and high (possibly dimeric) molecular weight forms of both NKCC1 and fNKCC2 could be biotinylated at the cell surface suggesting they are trafficked to the plasma membrane. There was no difference between fNKCC2A, -B, and -F and, as has been described before (7), only the complex-glycosylated forms (bands at 134 and 275 kDa, but not at 104, 235, or 222 kDa, Fig. 3B) of the cotransporter appeared in the biotinylated fraction.

As larger sample sizes and longer exposure times were required to detect the transporters in the biotinylated compared with whole cell samples it appears that only a small fraction of total NKCC1 or fNKCC2 is in the surface membrane and can be biotinylated as suggested previously (31, 32).

**Expressed fNKCC2 Is Functional**—After confirming fNKCC2 was expressed, complex glycosylated, and trafficked to the plasma membrane, we next tested if it was functional by measuring the bumetanide-sensitive uptake of $^{86}$Rb under two conditions. First, after a 1-h incubation in an isotonic medium to assess basal cotransporter activity, and second, after 1 h in a hypotonic/low-chloride medium to activate the cotransporter. The fluxes themselves were measured in identical media. Transfection of HEK-293 cells with empty vector had no effect on fluxes under either condition (Fig. 4). Robust additional bumetanide-sensitive $^{86}$Rb uptakes were observed in cells transfected with fNKCC2A, -B, and -F incubated under isotonic conditions. These basal fluxes showed the largest proportional increase following transfection. Compared with untransfected cells, basal activity was increased by 80% with fNKCC2A, 140% with fNKCC2B, and 50% with fNKCC2F (Fig. 4). Interestingly, this roughly follows the observed relative expression levels of fNKCC2A, -B, and -F in HEK-293 cells (Fig. 2). Even though these increases in $^{86}$Rb uptake are highly significant ($p < 0.005$), 30–40% of bumetanide-sensitive $^{86}$Rb uptakes probably occur through the endogenous NKCC1 of the HEK whose expression level and phosphorylation state (Fig. 2A) are not affected by the expression of any fNKCC2 variant. Bumetanide-resistant $^{86}$Rb fluxes were not significantly affected by transfecting HEK-293 cells with fNKCC2 variants, nor were they affected by incubating these cells in a hypotonic/low-chloride medium (103.6 ± 2.7% control, $n = 7$).

The highest fluxes were measured following incubation in hypotonic/low-chloride medium to stimulate NKCC2 (18). However, transfecting cells with fNKCC2A and -B caused a smaller relative increase in bumetanide-sensitive $^{86}$Rb uptake under these conditions (40% for fNKCC2A and 80% for fNKCC2B) compared with results obtained under isotonic conditions, although the increase for fNKCC2F (50%) was similar to that under isotonic conditions. Although $^{86}$Rb uptakes were significantly higher in transfected cells, this result shows that pre-treatment with hypotonic/low-chloride medium causes greater activation of endogenous NKCC1 than transfected fNKCC2. In all cases, stimulation by hypertonic/low-chloride pre-treatment was accompanied by an increase in phosphorylation of the regulatory threonine residues in the N termini of the transporters as detected by R5 (Fig. 4), whereas endogenous NKCC1 and fNKCC2 protein levels remained constant (Fig. 4).

**Stable Expression of fNKCC2**—To date, the only report of a cell line stably expressing NKCC2 concerns a NKCC1–NKCC2 chimera in which the first 104 amino acids of rabbit NKCC2A had been replaced by the equivalent residues of human NKCC1 (6). After observing functional fNKCC2 expression in transient transfected cells, we also tried to create stable cell lines. Following selection for geneticin resistance, cells were tested for the presence of the fNKCC2 protein. As shown in Fig. 5A, a strong NKCC2 signal was detected in cells transfected with fNKCC2A, whereas those from cells expressing fNKCC2B and -F were much weaker, and none was seen in cells transfected with empty vector. The strength of the NKCC1 signal was similar with all variants (Fig. 5A, bottom panel) indicating that the stable expression of fNKCC2 does not affect the total level of NKCC1 in these cells. Functional expression of fNKCC2 was assessed by measuring bumetanide-sensitive $^{86}$Rb uptake in cells under isotonic conditions or following incubation in hypertonic/low-chloride medium. Stable expression of the empty
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vector did not significantly affect fluxes under these conditions (relative to control HEK-293: 110 ± 7% (isotonic, n = 7) and 103 ± 8% (hypotonic/low-chloride, n = 5)). Stable expression of fNKCC2A caused a significant increase in 86Rb uptake under both conditions (Fig. 5B) with uptake increased by 145 and 72% following incubation in isotonic or hypotonic/low-chloride media, respectively. As with cells transiently expressing fNKCC2A, activation was less following preincubation in hypotonic/low-chloride medium. In contrast, no significant changes in 86Rb uptakes were found in cells stably expressing fNKCC2B or -F under either condition (data not shown). This is most likely due to low expression of these fNKCC2 variants as demonstrated by the Western blots (Fig. 5A).

fNKCC2AF: glycosylation, surface expression, and 86Rb uptake. A, cell lysates from HEK-293 cells transiently transfected with fNKCC2AF were incubated with (+) or without (−) PNGase F, subjected to SDS-PAGE, immunoblotted with anti-NKCC2 (left panel), and re-probed with N1 antibody (right panel). Molecular size markers (in kDa) are indicated. B, HEK-293 cells either untransfected, or stably expressing fNKCC2AF, were grown to confluence, and 86Rb uptake was assessed following incubation of cells in isotonic (basal conditions, open bars) or hypotonic/low-chloride (filled bars) medium. Bumetanide-sensitive 86Rb uptakes are shown as mean ± S.E. Stabile expression of fNKCC2A increased 86Rb uptake by 145 ± 30% (n = 17, p = 0.00028) in basal conditions and by 72 ± 10% (n = 16, p = 0.00013) following incubation in hypotonic/low-chloride medium. Expression and phosphorylation of NKCC proteins were assessed using the antibodies indicated.

It has been reported that expression of NKCC2AF in oocytes has a dominant-negative effect on coexpressed NKCC2A or -F (22). To see whether this also occurs in the HEK-293 cell expression system, we transfected HEK-293 cells stably expressing fNKCC2A with NKCC2AF and measured the resulting bumetanide-sensitive 86Rb uptake under basal conditions and following preincubation in hypotonic/low-chloride medium. Fig. 6D shows that 86Rb uptake by cells stably expressing fNKCC2A were not affected by the co-expression of fNKCC2AF under either condition. There is no evidence for a dominant-negative effect in the HEK-293 cell system.

Two-dimensional Electrophoresis of fNKCC2 and NKCC1—NKCC1 and NKCC2 may have similar molecular weights as determined by SDS-PAGE (especially if nonglycosylated forms

FIGURE 5. Stable expression of fNKCC2. A, HEK-293 cells were transfected with pCI-NKCC2 constructs (A, B, and F) or empty vector (−) and selected for genetin resistance. Equal amounts of whole cell lysates were subjected to SDS-PAGE, immunoblotted with anti-NKCC2 (top panel), and re-probed with N1 (bottom panel). Molecular size markers (in kDa) are indicated. B, HEK-293 cells either untransfected, or stably expressing fNKCC2A, were grown to confluence, and 86Rb uptake was assessed following incubation of cells in isotonic (basal conditions, open bars) or hypotonic/low-chloride (filled bars) medium. Bumetanide-sensitive 86Rb uptakes are shown as mean ± S.E. Stabile expression of fNKCC2A increased 86Rb uptake by 145 ± 30% (n = 17, p = 0.00028) in basal conditions and by 72 ± 10% (n = 16, p = 0.00013) following incubation in hypotonic/low-chloride medium. Expression and phosphorylation of NKCC proteins were assessed using the antibodies indicated.

FIGURE 6. fNKCC2AF: glycosylation, surface expression, and 86Rb uptake. A, cell lysates from HEK-293 cells transiently transfected with fNKCC2AF were incubated with (+) or without (−) PNGase F, subjected to SDS-PAGE, immunoblotted with anti-NKCC2 (left panel), and re-probed with N1 antibody (right panel). Molecular size markers (in kDa) and cross-reaction of anti-NKCC2 with NKCC1 (*) are indicated on the left and NKCC2AF is marked by an arrow on the right. B, 48 h after transfection with fNKCC2AF HEK-293 cells were surface biotinylated with Sulfo-NHS-LC-biotin. Biotinylated proteins were precipitated from cell lysates with streptavidin beads, run on SDS-PAGE, immunoblotted with anti-NKCC2 (left), and re-probed with N1 (right). Molecular size markers (in kDa) are indicated. C, transfection of HEK-293 cells with pCI-fNKCC2 constructs (**), with pCI-fNKCC2AF (†), or without pCI-fNKCC2AF (***) was performed 48 h after transfection with fNKCC2AF HEK-293 cells were surface biotinylated with Sulfo-NHS-LC-biotin. Biotinylated proteins were precipitated from cell lysates with streptavidin beads, run on SDS-PAGE, immunoblotted with anti-NKCC2 (A) or anti-NKCC2F (B) and probed with N1 antibody (C). D, HEK-293 cells either untransfected (HEK) or stably expressing fNKCC2F (A) or fNKCC2AF (A-F) were incubated with () or without (—) bumetanide. Molecular size markers (in kDa) are indicated. Open bars indicate bumetanide-sensitive 86Rb uptake measured under basal conditions or following preincubation in an hypotonic/low-chloride medium.
are present) and identification via Western blotting can be hindered by cross-reactions of available antibodies. However, as their theoretical pI values differ widely (fNKCC1, pI = 6.1; fNKCC2, pI = 7.7), better discrimination between the isofoms might be achieved using two-dimensional gel electrophoresis. Whole cell lysates of HEK-293 cells and HEK-293 cells transfected with fNKCC2A were subjected to isoelectric focusing on immobilized pH gradients as the first dimension, and SDS-PAGE as the second. Endogenous NKCC1 and fNKCC2A were found as high-molecular mass (~300 kDa) complexes with broad overlapping pI values (Fig. 7) ranging from pH 5.1 to 6.1 for NKCC1 and pH 5.4 to 6.4 for fNKCC2A. However, the majority of NKCC1 was detected between pH 5.25 and 5.65, whereas the majority of fNKCC2A appeared between pH 5.5 and 5.95, revealing a small but distinct difference in the pI ranges of the two isofoms. Post-translational modifications can have a strong influence on protein pI and both glycosylation and phosphorylation would be expected to move the pI values in the acidic direction as observed. However, we were surprised that the large difference in (theoretical) pI values was so greatly attenuated. This was mainly due to the pI of fNKCC2A, which had become much more acidic than expected. We repeated the experiment with samples containing fNKCC2AF as this is neither glycosylated (Fig. 6A), nor phosphorylated in the N terminus regulatory domain (Fig. 2, A and B). Anti-NKCC2 detected two distinct signals. One signal, probably representing fNKCC2AF itself, stretched from pH 6.9 to 7.7 with the strongest signal between pH 7.35 and 7.7 and a second signal was detected from pH 5.3 to 5.8. The latter corresponds to the most intense area of the N1 signal (Fig. 7, fourth panel) and is most likely caused by cross-reaction of anti-NKCC2 with NKCC1 when long exposures are used (see Fig. 6A). Thus, the observed pI for fNKCC2AF is much closer to its theoretical value than that of fNKCC2A demonstrating the extent of post-translational modifications on fNKCC2A. No differences could be detected in the pI values of NKCC1 in untransfected HEK-293 cells (Fig. 7, bottom) and in those expressing either fNKCC2A or -AF making it unlikely that NKCC1 forms heterodimers with fNKCC2.

**DISCUSSION**

To study the regulation of NKCC2 it is important that unmodified forms of NKCC2 be expressed in a mammalian system. Small changes in the structure of NKCC2, for instance, phosphorylation or a change in the hydrophobicity of just a few residues, can have a large impact on function, altering activity, trafficking, or propensity to bind regulators. The addition of small tags that permit expression (as was necessary in the past) may also alter its responses to stimuli. In this paper we demonstrate for the first time the functional expression of the major NKCC2 variants, fNKCC2A, -B, and -F in mammalian HEK-293 cells. We used native proteins that had not been tagged or modified in any other way. Our results also help explain why functional expression of NKCC2 was so problematic in the past. It resulted from three factors: poor reactivity of expressed NKCC2 with available antibodies, the small size of fluxes through transfected NKCC2, and the expectation that a reduction in cell chloride concentration would help reveal the presence of the transporter.

Our studies show that expressed fNKCC2A, -B, and -F become glycosylated (Fig. 3) and can be phosphorylated in the regulatory threonine domain in their N termini (see Figs. 2 and 4). Unglycosylated forms are not phosphorylated (Fig. 2), nor do they appear in the plasma membrane (see Figs. 3 and 6). Bumetanide-sensitive fluxes in transfected cells are about twice the size of fluxes through the endogenous (NKCC1) system in control (untransfected, mock-transfected) cells under basal conditions (see Fig. 4). With transient transfection the magnitudes of these fluxes follow the order B > A > F, which follow the intensities of expressed fNKCC2 protein (see Fig. 2). Fluxes in transfected cells are stimulated more than 2-fold by preincubating them in hypotonic/low-chloride medium and are substantially greater than fluxes in untransfected HEK-293 cells under the same conditions (Fig. 4). As this preincubation causes maximal activation of endogenous NKCC1 it is likely that the additional fluxes seen in transfected cells are mediated by NKCC2 and are not due to stimulation of endogenous transporters. It also seems unlikely that transfected fNKCC2 takes over the role of endogenous NKCC1 as the expression of fNKCC2 affects neither the levels nor phosphorylation status of endogenous NKCC1 (Fig. 4).

Stable transfections with fNKCC2A, -B, and -F were also achieved. High levels of transfected proteins were obtained for fNKCC2A but the levels were much lower for fNKCC2B and -F (Fig. 5). We show that fNKCC2A is functional in stable cells with bumetanide-sensitive $^{86}$Rb fluxes that are larger than in transiently transfected cells ($12.9 \pm 1.4 (n = 19)$ versus $6.9 \pm 1.3 (n = 8)$ nmol mg protein$^{-1}$ min$^{-1}$, respectively, Figs. 4 and 5). However, although additional fluxes could be detected in stable fNKCC2B and -F cells these did not reach statistical significance. This was not surprising given the low level of transfected proteins and the level of background, NKCC1-mediated fluxes. Others have had a similar experience with the only other NKCC2 construct that has been successfully stably expressed in...
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mammalian cells, an NKCC1–NKCC2A chimera (6). This construct produced robust fluxes, whereas similar chimeras containing NKCC2B or -F did not. It is striking that very small variations in the TM2 structure of NKCC2 and intracellular loop 1 have such a large impact on the ability of HEK-293 cells to stably express the transporter. This might be due to the differences in ion affinities and the effects these have on transport under culture conditions. Alternatively, they may affect interactions between transporter and vital regulatory molecules. Some of these problems might be overcome by using an inducible gene expression system to allow the establishment of stable cell lines before expression of the transporters.

We also expressed fNKCC2AF in HEK-293 cells (Fig. 6). Western blotting showed that although the protein was readily detected it was not surface biotinylated, nor did it become glycosylated or phosphorylated in the N terminus, a view supported by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis experiments (Fig. 7), which also suggested that fNKCC2AF exists in the cell as a high molecular weight complex (possible dimer). Bumetanide-sensitive 86Rb fluxes in these cells were identical to fluxes in untransfected HEK-293 cells. As we find fNKCC2AF is not trafficked to the cell surface our uptake results do not indicate whether fNKCC2AF can transport ions, although studies on Xenopus oocytes suggest it does not (22). Importantly, the transient expression of fNKCC2AF had no effect on the bumetanide-sensitive 86Rb fluxes in cells stably expressing fNKCC2A under basal conditions or after preincubation in hypotonic/low-chloride medium. Together, these experiments suggest that fNKCC2AF does not affect either the trafficking of, or fluxes through, endogenous NKCC1, or stably expressed fNKCC2A. No evidence could be found for a dominant-negative effect for this variant in the mammalian expression system. This contrasts with the situation in Xenopus oocytes where NKCC2AF (from shark) was detected in the plasma membrane and reduced flux through co-expressed NKCC2A or -F (22).

This is reminiscent of the contrasting ways in which Xenopus oocytes and mammalian cells process cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) mutants (33) or NKCC2 mutants that cause Bartter syndrome. In the latter it was initially shown that Bartter syndrome mutants of NKCC2 could be trafficked to the membranes of Xenopus oocytes, although they remained non-functional (34). However, more recently it has been shown that in mammalian cells some Bartter syndrome mutants never leave the endoplasmic reticulum due to the absence of a trafficking signal in their C terminus (35). So, even though many proteins are trafficked similarly in Xenopus oocytes and mammalian cells, it is clear that some mutant transport proteins reach the surface of Xenopus oocytes, whereas they are not trafficked to the surface of mammalian cells. It is also possible that the NKCC2AF protein has a role at the cell surface in shark kidney (and is trafficked in Xenopus oocytes) that has been lost in mammmals perhaps coinciding with the emergence of NKCC2B (5). The role of NKCC2AF in the mammalian kidney remains a mystery. Even though significant levels of NKCC2AF mRNA are present (2, 23), it is not known whether the protein is expressed or reaches the plasma membrane as current antibodies do not have the required selectivity. One possibility is that the mRNA is produced as a consequence of pre-mRNA splicing during regulation of expression of NKCC2A and -F.

Cross-linking studies of human NKCC2 expressed in Xenopus oocytes suggest that NKCC2 exists as a dimer in the membrane (36). Without making any attempt to stabilize dimers, Western blots (Fig. 2B) prepared from cells expressing all variants of fNKCC2 show a significant portion of the protein running at molecular weights consistent with the formation of dimers (Figs. 2, 3, and 5). In addition, the vast majority of fNKCC2A and -AF run at a high molecular weight on two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (Fig. 7). Again the weights are consistent with dimer formation, although we cannot rule out at this stage that a different protein is the binding partner(s). NKCC1 can also form dimers (37, 38) and the interaction appears to involve domains in the C terminus if the protein (39, 40), a region that is highly conserved in NKCC2. The question therefore arises whether NKCC1 can form heterodimers with NKCC2. Experiments based on yeast two-hybrid studies suggest they can (22), whereas pulldown assays using chimeric proteins suggest they do not (40). The regions in the C termini of NKCC2 involved in dimer formation are common to all variants (22). Our two-dimensional gel electrophoresis experiments show that co-expression of NKCC2A or -AF with NKCC1 has no effect on the distribution of NKCC1 along a pH gradient (Fig. 7). Had there been significant NKCC1–fNKCC2 heterodimer formation the high molecular weight complexes detected by N1 should have moved in the alkaline direction (especially with fNKCC2AF). Our flux studies further support the notion that the isoforms do not interact. Expression of non-functional NKCC1 constructs in HEK-293 cells often substantially inhibit the activity of endogenous NKCC1 (12, 26). We have yet to find an NKCC2 construct whose expression affects endogenous NKCC1 activity. If the dominant-negative effect is mediated by dimer formation then it is unlikely that NKCC1 forms heterodimers with NKCC2. Perhaps the motifs that target the different isoforms to the apical or basolateral membranes also prevent such interactions.

A key issue in these studies was the choice of antibody to detect NKCC2. Initially we used antibodies raised to short peptides in the C or N termini of the transporter (Table 1). These antibodies detected bands at a high molecular mass (275 kDa), well above the expected monomeric mass (Fig. 2). Only L224 detected bands at the monomeric weight, and those were very weak. T4, a monoclonal antibody raised to a large section of the C terminus of NKCC1 and reacting with both NKCC isoforms, also only detected the high molecular weight forms. However, we found that phospho-specific antibodies were raised to epitopes in the N termini of NKCC1 and conserved between NKCC isoforms, detected strong bands at the monomeric weight of NKCC2. Thus monomeric and high molecular weight forms of NKCC2 appear to have different structures that affect access of antibodies to their epitopes. These structural differences are maintained even though proteins have been treated with SDS sample buffer. Thus the transporter, expressed in HEK-293 cells, appears in a more closed state when monomeric and in a more open state when in high molecular weight forms. However, these same antibodies do detect some monomeric NKCC2 in kidney lysates (but far more high molecular weight
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